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Tiki Healthcare Services (Pty) Ltd

WHO WE ARE

We are a 100% BBBEE owned medical sales distribution and service orientated company. The company has 
been operational as a trusted importer and distributor of medical equipment and consumables since 2017.
We offer the best medical equipment and solutions to the private and public sectors within Southern Africa. 
We continuously endeavour to expand our service delivery and quality product offering as a medical 
equipment supplier. 
We are a national supplier with a distribution network that serves Southern African countries, and a well-es
tablished customer base including: 
 government hospitals, private hospitals and clinics
 doctors
 resellers/distributers

Healthcare is rapidly changing, and we understand the longer term challenges and pressures that come 
along with it, including the need for continuous clinical, operation, and financial efficiencies.
New enterprise along with new business models, we strive to maximize opportunities and minimize risks 
for healthcare providers, re-engineering healthcare systems.
At Tiki Healthcare Services, we are passionate about enabling healthcare providers to deliver high-quality, 
accessible patient care, and to do so affordably. 
We see major opportunities to apply our capabilities and competencies to ensure that our approach is 
intuitive, powerful, differentiating, relevant and truly meaningful in the areas of healthcare by delivering 
integrated solutions. 



HOW WILL TIKI ADD VALUE TO YOUR COMPANY
Value add is the real contribution we make to our organization's success. The concept of added value is very 
important to improving our business relationship with our clients. Our value adds moves beyond our products and 
services, we also focus the importance of value in other aspects of the business, such as company activities and 
actions performed which illuminates the actual contributions we make to our organization's success.

 100% Black woman owned
 Level 1 Contributor
 20 years of Unique, Broad Healthcare Experience and Expertise
 Multinational
 Government Trusted Advisor Experience
 Youth Empowerment
 Excellent Track record of exceeding targets
 New organization with new ideas
 Invest in training and demo equipment
 Represent only top quality international brands
 Service orientated organization with a customer focus
 Re-engineering healthcare in line with NHI

VALUE ADDS



 Medical equipment such as radiology ICU equipment›s, operation room assembly, nursery etc.

 Medical devices and Consumables

 Medical Laboratories and blood banking devices, reagents, consumables etc.

 Pharmaceutical: distributing and impelling pharmaceutical products, cosmetic products and health consuming products.

 Diagnostics (Point of care & Laboratory)

 Pharmaceuticals

 Large Scale Projects

 General Healthcare Services

 Chinese African and American  Business Relations and opportunities 

 Interpreting and Translation English to and from Mandarin (Chinese)

 Branding and Design (Marketing)

SERVICES



We are determined to build upon our rich heritage of broad  
healthcare experience to capture growth and create value. 

Touching lives daily with our 

Affordable, 

Accessible solutions and 

Services to improve the quality of people’s lives.

Our commitment to Co-creation, is core to our business and 
Truly Differentiate us, Guided by the Understanding of the 
Challenges the healthcare professionals face.

STRATEGY



MATSEKE HOSPITAL 

Tiki Healthcare Services became the first black owned company to 
supply South Africa with the new Azurion Clarity 7M20. The brand 
new innovative machine will sit comfortable at the 
Dr. SK Matseke Memorial hospital. 

The Azurion does not stand by itself, there has been over a decade of 
continuous innovations that have led to the development of the current 
system. 
The question is always: how can we improve even further? 
And the answer this time was to place focus on workflow innovation with 
the patient experience at the centre and to look at efficiency and integration 
of workflow in the angio-room.

The Aurion Clarity has a new imaging system which makes for a 
“better, safer and faster” workflow, with one centre reporting a 16% 
improvement in total lab time and 26% improvement in procedure time.



Tiki Healthcare Services is glad to conclude 
that the new Philips Azurion system 
provides the tools for a better, safer and 
faster interventional radiology system work
flow. This is possible due to the integrated  
tableside controls, the ability to use parallel 
working and the integration of the personal 
work space that are of great benefit to the 
operator.

AZURION CLARITY 7M20

MATSEKE HOSPITAL 

In particular the additions of 
Procedure Cards, FlexVision, help to   streamline procedures and 
improve the efficiency of the Workflow. 
The Azurion also assist in    improving the total lab time by 16%, and 
improve procedure time by 26%.



MEET THE TEAM  

Refiloe Moutlwatse

Executive Director and Founder 

Palesa Mthethwa 

Communication Specialist 

Kopano Makino 

Industrial and Graphic Designer 



PROFILES 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND FOUNDER 

Refiloe Moutlwatse is a woman who possesses over 20 years of unique and extensive 
knowledge within the healthcare industry. As a Bio-Medical technologist, she has vast 
experience in High to Low-Tech Medical Devices, Radiology, Pharmaceuticals, Laboratory 
Diagnostics, Business Administration and Governmental consultancy.

She spent many years working for well-known multinational organizations where she 
built a strong network, varying from, local government to global private entities. Refiloe
also obtained experience with direct and indirect solution sales, where she earned her 
reputation as a trusted advisor in healthcare solutions.

Growing up in a medical background family, her passion has always been in the medical 
field. She has travelled and trained internationally giving her a better understanding of 
how international markets affect our local economy. She saw a need for a better 
healthcare systems within Africa, therefore she ventured into the entrepreneurial  
healthcare industry in order to better the quality of Africa's healthcare industry leading 
her to found Tiki Healthcare services a subsidiary of Tiki Business Solutions in 2017. 
She also serves as a member to the Professional Board for Medical Technology in the 
Ministry of Health in the Republic of South Africa. Her vision is to offer Quality, 
Affordable Healthcare through Modern Innovative Technology for Better Healthcare 
outcomes for all.

Refiloe Moutlwatse



PROFILES 

COMMUNICATION SPECIALIST 

Palesa Mthethwa is Tiki Healthcare Services communication specialist 
and heads the Translation and interpreting business. 
She speaks, write and read Mandarin (Chinese) and has over 12 years 
experience working between China and Africa. 
She has worked as a language interpreter in a variety of settings for over 10 years and 
also translate written documents. She has a solid knowledge of various regions and 
cultures within China making her capable of providing accurate information in any 
setting. She has provided her skills as a language interpreter to general managers, onsite 
engineers, general workers and business people. 
Her Communication experience within Tiki Healthcare Services includes representing 
clients well in order to help strengthen their relationship between their company and its 
audience, the public. She also writes media releases, company profiles, social media 
content, designing of newsletters, and handling of all media enquiries. In addition, she      
plans a variety of special events designed to help build brand awareness, increases sales 
and build up a positive reputation for the business. 
You will find her to be enthusiastic and extremely driven to achieve positive outcomes. 
She understands well the power of the right message delivered to the right audience at 
the right time. 

Palesa Mthethwa 



PROFILES 

INDUSTRIAL AND GRAPHIC DESIGNER 

Kopano Makino is the creative and designer of the team. He creates designs for 
large scale projects, posters, billboards, packaging, logos and marketing materials 
all in relation to the Tiki brand using visual stimuli to best convey the businesses 
messages to our intended audiences. 

With an Honours degree in industrial design, Kopano has the skills that include 
the ability to communicate and work with engineers and inventors by taking 
conceptualized ideas and making them a reality. From defining sketch forms and 
creating illustrations to designing packaging graphics and producing storyboards, 
he’s background has enabled him to excel in designing consumer-friendly              
manufactured products to achieve customer objectives and preferences 
His role in Tiki Healthcare Services is to take on projects that require prototypes      
that can be effectively marketed to the consumer. He has extensive knowledge of 
various materials and manufacturing processes to enhance products with 
appropriate details expected by our clients. 
Proficiency in Adobe Graphic software, 3D Modeling software, and various design 
techniques. Kopano possess technical ability and creativity both of which are 
necessary for success in his field. 

Kopano Makino 



THANK YOU


